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Motivation

  Much is going on ʻinsideʼ the internet, but out of sight, that 
should concern users and public interest policy advocates:
–  Surveillance (e.g. eavesdropping by the NSA and other security 

agencies) 
–  Deep packet inspection (DPI) by ISPs/carriers
–  Discriminatory traffic management and blockage
–  Oligopolistic and anti-competitive business practices
–  … 

  ʻCloud computingʼ as a metaphor obscures important 
insights and possibilities for action



IXmaps.ca – visualizing internet routing

  Crowd-sourced traceroute generation across North 
America

  Google Earth mash-up
– Traceroutes, internet exchange points (IXPs), carrier 

hotels, “interesting” site info



The Internet is not a cloud!



Toronto > San Francisco (TR1859)



Toronto: 151 Front Street



Chicago: 350E Cermak Rd.



San Francisco: 611 Folsom Street



Internet surveillance

 USA PATRIOT Act
– Expanded surveillance capabilities

•  Interception of messages
– Extends to “protected computers” outside the US
– Gag orders

 NSA Warrantless Wiretapping
– Fibre-optic “splitters” at major internet gateways

• San Francisco, Seattle, San Jose, Los Angeles, San 
Diego, Atlanta, + ~10 others (see Klein 2009; Bamford, 2008)

– Traffic screened at carrier speed (10Gb/sec)  
and selectively stored by NSA (see Landau, 2011)    



Suspected NSA surveillance sites



Austin TX > San Francisco Law 
Library, SF CA (TR1751)



Austin TX > San Francisco Law 
Library, SF CA (TR1751)



Abbotsford BC > Halifax NS          
Telus > Cogent > DalhousieU (TR1486) 



Abbotsford BC > Halifax NS          
Telus > Cogent > DalhousieU (TR1486) 



Network sovereignty – 
A Canadian perspective

 Surveillance and privacy
– Internet traffic via US routes or carriers brings 

exposure to USA PATRIOT Act and possibly 
NSA wiretapping
• eg RefWorks case

 Cyber-infrastructure security
 Economic implications
 …



"Boomerang" routes

 Routes originate and terminate in Canada, 
but transit the US

 How common?
 Why?

– Capacity/congestion? Least cost? Carrier 
interconnection policies?

  Implications? 



T.O. > AthabascaU    
 Teksavvy > Tiscali > Telus (TR4)



T.O. > AthabascaU   
 Bell > Telus (TR124)



T.O. > PEI: Bell > Level3 > Eastlink (TR138) 



T.O. > PEI: Teksavvy > Eastlink (TR935) 



T.O> Quebec City: UToronto> 
Cogent>Sprint>Videotron (TR7518)



Nanaimo BC > Quebec City:         
Shaw > Videotron (TR1204)



T.O. > T.O.(OCAD)   
 Bell > Cogent > GTAnet (TR6828) 



T.O. > T.O.(OCAD)    
 UToronto > GTAnet (TR4158)



Findings (Preliminary)

  Canadian boomerang routing is commonplace (1/3 IXmaps)
  Canadian boomerang routing is largely related to 

interconnection policies, not capacity/congestion
–  If originating or terminating carrier is a major carrier, even a 
ʻcompetitorʼ, routing generally stays in Canada

  Major Canadian carriers (Bell, Telus, Videotron …) avoid 
connecting with smaller Canadian carriers in Canada
–  Requires use of foreign carriers for non-local transfers
–  Exchanges often occur in US
–  Brings heightened interception and surveillance risks

  Caveats:
–  Havenʼt investigated relative costs
–  Needs more systematic collection of traceroute data, across location, 

time and carrier.



Implications

  Internet routing is a public interest concern
–  “Lawful access” legislation pending

  Public education
–  Internet traffic visualization tools/routing options

  Need for greater operational transparency by carriers
  Investigate privacy risks and protections
  Investigate possible oligopolistic behaviour?
  Promote greater interconnection among Canadian carriers 

within Canada



More information at http://IXmaps.ca 
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